Working Group Chairs
Forum Lunch

Wednesday 20 July 2016
Recasting the WG Chairs Lunch

• “WG Chairs Forum Lunch”
• F2F version of mailing list
• Not a gripe session
• What is the challenge?
  – What are some possible solutions that have or might work well?
  – Let’s not engineer the solution here...
  – Are there any follow-on actions?
    • Discussion
    • Documentation
    • Tools
Today’s Open Forum Agenda

• A word from our newly establish Ombudsteam (Pete, Allison, Linda)

• Update on Website Revamp

• Education/Mentoring/Outreach Directorate
  – Directorate Formation
  – Education topics and formats

• Open Mic
  – Sunday Newcomer’s Meet and Greet
  – Wow... Scheduling is hard... (what can we do to help each other)
  – Techniques to keep working moving in WG
Ombudsteam Discussion
Proposed IETF Education, Mentoring, and Outreach Directorate (*)

• Mission
  – Enhance the productivity and relevance of the IETF
  – Expand the diversity and inclusiveness of the IETF
  – Improve the effectiveness of IETF operations
  – Enable the IETF to facilitate innovation on the Internet

(*) still in the establish phase, name (and everything else) not finalized
• **Goals**
  
  – Make IETF education and outreach activities and materials more accessible, relevant, reusable, and broadly understandable
  
  – Facilitate the establishment of individual and group relationships that enable productive participation in the IETF
  
  – Improve metrics and measurements for assessing effectiveness of directorate activities
  
  – Serve new targeted communities more directly (e.g. Academic and research, Open source, Different geographic regions)
Initial Projects

- F2F Tutorials at IETF Meetings
- Online Learning Library
- Mentoring
- Assessment Metrics and Measurement
- EDU Team Online Content Assessment and Reorganization
- WG Chairs Lunch Forum
- Ongoing Document Maintenance
Draft Roadmap of Tutorial Materials

• Newcomer’s Getting Started (Top ten things video, Newcomer’s Orientation, online packaging around Scott Bradner’s videos)
• Basic Processes and Tools (Basic meeting tools (meetecho, jabber), Datatracker / IETF Tools (tools.ietf.org), General procedures for bringing new work to the IETF, Migration of RFC format process and tools, How to get started with remote participation, How to filter the stream of ID announcements)
• Current area overview and working group summaries, emerging work in the area
• Guidance on good IETF development practices (Privacy, Security considerations, Extensibility, IANA considerations, Implementation considerations)
• Technical Topics (Emerging IETF work, Other SDOs (e.g. IEEE), cross area topics)
• *Many* opportunities to contribute... and solicit others to help
Open MIC

• Sunday Newcomer’s Meet and Greet

• Wow... Scheduling is hard... (what can we do to help each other)

• Techniques to keep working moving in WG